INITIATIVE MEETING TO BE ON MAY 16

Committee Set Date Yesterday at Special Meeting

Schools Outside State to be Invited—Prospects Bright for Big Spring Event

Tuesday May 16th is the date of the big initiation high school meeting to be given by the University of Iowa this spring. The committee decide on this time at a special meeting yesterday afternoon in Professor A. G. Smith's office.

This date is one of the most favorable for the high school event, as it follows the Des Moines city meet and precedes the state high school meet seven days. There is accordingly no conflict with any similar athletic events.

The decision to invite schools throughout the state, was the most important business realized at the meeting, that will be one of the greatest factors in establishing the annual events as a basis with the ones given at the Universities of Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Professor Ensign was called in consultation with the committee yesterday, and made a recommendation that the accreditation of high schools in surrounding states be extended the same as the Iowa high schools. This was adopted.

With the date and general plans of the meet decided upon, the Athletic board will immediately begin making definite arrangements for the meet which will be in a much larger scale than the first meet last year. An Original contest is to be held at the same time and Iowa City on the 16th of May will undoubtedly be the Mecca of high school students from Iowa and adjacent states. The committee meets again today to make further plans for the meet.

TOMMY RYAN TO BUST HERE TODAY

Being Teacher Will Give Ex-Boxing This Afternoon

Tommy Ryan, the boxing teacher making a specialty of in-Boxing, will be here Thursday afternoon, May 16, in Iowa City. Today he will give an exhibition at 3:30 this afternoon in the University gymnasium free to the public. A class will be started in the afternoon from here Ryan will go to the high school and make a regular class there. He plans to leave Iowa City every week.

CHEAPEN THE CODE OF LIVING

Miss Alice Wilkinson Suggests Women's Building as Means of Lowering Expenses

"Iowa's should have a woman's building if for no other reason than to help the student financially," said Miss Alice Wilkinson of the Physical Training Department yesterday. "It seems to me the cost of living is very high here. I think the reason for this is the Woman's Building, which would take care of a large percentage of the girls leaving the supply of rooms and board in the city more equal to the demand than it is now. A building which needs to be built on the campus itself will easily support itself and on much lower terms than are now prevalent. There would be no possibility of personal gain in the management of an establishment of this sort which would be under the direct supervision of the University authorities hence no reason for exorbitant prices on inferior or accommodation.

"The girls of our University would get the best of everything continued Miss Wilkinson "so much money at the beginning of the semester and much disharmony, unconsciousness with unsympathetic Landlasses throughout the year if this condition of affairs were perpetuated.

"I have heard the girls talking about how many times down in the gymnasium and listened to them trying to make and 'vone' with each other and everyone seemed to be the 'pro' side.

"The best thing that must be hand¬

B点半 with description is the forming of rules. They should not be so strict or the girls will not be anxious to live under them. In Chicago the Woman's Building has 'ten o'clock rules' which permit of the girls being allowed perfect freedom every night until ten O'clock to entertain company and walk about the campus at will, if a party or the theater requires the remaining out later, given a night key by the superintendent 'without much red tape or questioning, I think a code something similar to this would work well here. I have a code simply conforming to and carrying out in spirit the letter of Professor Volland's list of rules already established.

Hawkeye Notice

A few juniors have not handed in their names, address, and college tickets. They are requested to get them to the Hawkeye Board. They should do so at least one week before the next game.

NEBRASKA FIVE TO PLAY HERE TONIGHT

Fast Game Anticipated With Cornhuskers

Coach Griffith Expects Team to Pick Up After Disastrous "Bump" of Playing

Yesterday afternoon Coach John Griffith put his basketball squad through the final practice before the Nebraska contest which he held tonight at 8:30 O'clock. This is the last game on the home floor this season.

Buckner and Brown, guards, Perrine, center, and Stewart or Buckner, forwards, will be the line-up in tonight's contest.

"In the game with Nebraska this evening I am expecting the next to show up in much better form than they did in the last game," said Coach Griffith yesterday. "All the players are in good physical condition and are anxious to take the Cornhuskers into camp.

"I would not surprise me if the game would be as interesting as the Missouri contest. Buck Brown is expected to repeat the star game he played against Nebraska at Lincoln, last Saturday and with the amount of pep displayed by all the men I practice, the past week every chance I get, this is all very encouraging for the Hawkeyes."

MANY APPLICATIONS RECEIVED LAST WEEK

Number Reached Seventy-Three Last Month

Applications for seventy-three patients were made for admittance to the State Tuberculosis Sanitarium last month. Only eleven of the notices applicants have been taken into the hospital and more help will be obtained before the number of patients can be increased.

Dr. Kirchner reports favorably upon the progress of those patients who are encouraged by the Pan-Hellenic party which takes place April 24. a great success.

"I do not believe that there will be many social functions this season. Mary A. Volland's list of rules already established.

Deaths of James Daley and James Dilly, professors emeritus in the ophthalmological department of the University of Iowa, were announced by the Dean of the College of Medicine at Cedar Rapids. From Illinois College of Medicine and the University of Chicago they received a degree of B.S. in 1885 and M.D. in 1888. He became professor of ophthalmology in the College of Medicine, State University, in 1888, and resigned in 1904. Since then he has been professor emeritus.

IN A MIST OF FUTURE IDENTITIES

"Woman in White is" to Remain a Mystery to Student—Committee Says No Fake

Several graduates came to the Daily Iowan office yesterday on the identity of the "Mysterious Woman in White" who appeared at the two evening candle-light performances for the benefit of the Greater University Committee. The committee was in the correct answer and the $5 gold piece offered by the committee could not be awarded.

Many people suffered under the impression that the Greater University Committee would pay for a "Woman in White" to appear at the performances, the committee said, and strongly denied by sever-al members of the committee that any money was to be awarded. The committee said that the mysterious person was a girl and prominent society girl too.

The two performances last night were fairly well attended, but the attendance was materially increased by the rule which stated that fans would be admitted steadily during the evening. The performances were in better trim and the first acts were given with vim.

The proceeds of the two nights benefits were only fairly satisfactory to the Greater University Committee. The failure of several professors to announce the cure, went on the statement that the fun is to be ended in advertising the practical means of advertising the benefit in proper fashion. A cure would be announced as soon as the accounts are settled.

LEFT PUTS DUMPER ON SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

Number of Parties in Materially Decreased

Decreases with the beginning of Lent last month is probably greatly decreased.

The number of fraternity dances will not be as great as heretofore and the energies of the fraternity circles will be devoured to making the Pan-Hellenic party which takes place April 24, a great success.

"I do not believe that there will be many social functions this season. Mary A. Volland's list of rules already established.

In the literary societies more attention will be given to the social activities than other activities.

STILL AFTER GAME WITH STAGS' TEAM

Manager Caitlin Writs To Dr. Raycroft in Chicago

Contemplates a Trip to Midway as Soon as Director Stagg Returns From South

Iowa is still after a game with Chicago and strenuous efforts are to be made by the Iowa whenever the University Mavoons on the Hawkeye schedule next fall for a game in Chicago. Manager Caitlin writes a long letter to Dr. Raycroft, at the University of Chicago asking him when Director A. A. Marshall will be well enough to return to the Midway and is to understand the Iowa manager contemporaries but these hope to City in a short time to see Mr. Stagg personally concerning a game.

The University of Chicago has a still schedule now and it is understood the six game is to be won with an eastern team possibly Cornell but nevertheless the Iowa board intends to try to get an early date for the Hawkeyes eleven, the game to be played on Marshall Field.

Many other letters have been written by Manager Caitlin concerning prospective games since the seven game rule passed but no answer has been received up to yesterday. It is expected that there will be developments within a short time for the remaining three games and also the adjustment of the dates for the four games with Nebraska, Kansas, Illinois and Missouri, schools that are under contract to play Iowa next fall.

PICTURES GIVEN TO STATE SCHOOLS

University Sends Presents to High Schools

The Board of Regents of the Iowa State University has recently passed a number of excellent pictures representing a group of the more important buildings and giving a glimpse of the Old Capitol and its beautiful campus. These pictures, about two by three feet in dimensions are nice mounted and are intended to decorate walls of high school assembly rooms or halls. They will be sent out upon request and all that is expected of the high schools in return is that the pictures be hung suitably so that students may be made familiar with the university and its history and acquainted with the State University.
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ATHLETIC LOCALS

Dancing Assembly — Ralston Saturday night

WANTED — An Illustrated Song

Address Bert Douglas, House

Get your grips from C. A. Murphy. They are right.

St. James Hotel Barber shop

does first-class work.

FOR RENT — Large, nice fur-

room, quiet location, for one or two students. Ladies preferred. Inquire at this office.

Townsend's for Fine Pho-

FOR SALE — Good dress suit —

fitted new — big bargain. Leave care DAILY IOWAN.

Students, when you are in

need of a fine livery rig, call up C. A. Murphy.

FOR RENT — Furnished room with electric light, bath and toilet

$4.25 per month. Board is some house if wanted. This is only five blocks from campus, 122 East Preston St.
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WISE TALKS BY THE OFFICE BOY

It's a wise son that knows

where his bread and butcher comes from. When I was a little kid, I always spread my bread and now that I am hustling for my self I find that bread and butter comes from the results of my own efforts. To win out in this world you must DO SOMETHING.

Today I started in trying on hats. Today I started in trying on hats.

PROFESSOR ROBERT BRADFORD WYLIE

Professor Robert Bradford Wylie was born at Maquoketa, Iowa, in 1879. After preliminary training in high school, he entered the University of Iowa and received the S. B. degree in 1897. He was a graduate student in the University of Chicago for four years and during all of that time he was a fellow or assistant in Botany.
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COMING EVENTS

March 6 - Panhellenic Council Meeting, 6:30 p.m.
Basketball, Iowa vs. Debuts, 7:30 p.m. at Assembly Hall.

March 7 - Freshman Oratorial Proceedings are to be held in Auditorsium of Natural Science.

March 9 - Opening of Junior Law Trial, Belden Hall. Shakespeare Ball suit

March 10 - "Theories of the Earth’s Origin." Shontz, Butcher.

March 15 - Opening of Freshman Oratorical Council.

March 16 - Delphian Club and Phi Beta Kappa meet.


April 11 - Day to hand in orations for Sigma Oratorical Council for sophomore students.

April 15 - Opening of annual baseball practice on Iowa Field.

April 18 - Debate - "Resolved, the law in Iowa requiring corporations to have stock paid up in cash or equivalent, is repugnant to the Constitution." Prof. W. B. Nelson.

April 22 - Battle of the Bands on Iowa Avenue.

EVENING EVENTS

March 6 - Chamber Music Evening 8:00 p.m., Liberal Arts Assembly Hall.

March 11 - Last number in the Lecture Course, Emerson Hall.

March 13 - Opening of two days meeting of State Dental Society.

March 16 - Beta Kappa meet.

March 17 - Freshman Oratorical Council.

March 19 - Fourth lecture on "The Spirit of the Nation." Dr. H. W. Bule.

March 21 - "Theories of Natural Science." Dr. H. A. Hall.


April 2 - Debate - "Resolved, the election system has more advantages for the average student than the prescribed system." Prof. W. B. Nelson.

April 5 - "The Perils of Socialism." Prof. W. B. Nelson.

April 9 - Debate - "Resolved, the election system has more advantages for the average student than the prescribed system." Prof. W. B. Nelson.

April 12 - Debate - "Resolved, the law in Iowa requiring corporations to have stock paid up in cash or equivalent, is repugnant to the Constitution." Prof. W. B. Nelson.

April 16 - "Theories of the Earth’s Origin." Shontz, Butcher.

April 19 - Debate - "Resolved, the election system has more advantages for the average student than the prescribed system." Prof. W. B. Nelson.

April 23 - "Theories of Natural Science." Dr. H. A. Hall.


May 3 - Debate - "Resolved, the law in Iowa requiring corporations to have stock paid up in cash or equivalent, is repugnant to the Constitution." Prof. W. B. Nelson.

May 6 - "Theories of the Earth’s Origin." Shontz, Butcher.

May 10 - Debate - "Resolved, the election system has more advantages for the average student than the prescribed system." Prof. W. B. Nelson.

May 13 - "Theories of Natural Science." Dr. H. A. Hall.


May 20 - Debate - "Resolved, the election system has more advantages for the average student than the prescribed system." Prof. W. B. Nelson.

May 23 - "Theories of the Earth’s Origin." Shontz, Butcher.

May 27 - Debate - "Resolved, the election system has more advantages for the average student than the prescribed system." Prof. W. B. Nelson.
PERSONAL

Miss Sophia Graham, L. A. '12, ill with tonsillitis.

Miss Florence Mahler is suffering with a severe case of tonsillitis.

Miss Grace Full, L. A. 141, is visiting her brother in Iowa City.

Miss Cellietie Greene has returned from a short visit at her home in Sioux City.

Mr. Geo. Batz, L. C. '10, editor of the Citizen, is away today for Mason City.

Miss Helen Hindshaw, State Secretary of the Y. W. C. A., left yesterday for her home in Des Moines.

Mr. Roy A. White, R. 0. E., is able to attend classes after being kept in with a severe attack of tonsillitis.

T. M. Simonsen of Osbuck, who graduated from the Law College in 1911, visited in Iowa City yesterday.

Miss Edith M. Peck, director of the University School of Music, is recovering very slowly from a severe attack of bronchial laryngitis.

Mr. Clifford R. West, L. A. '03, was married on February 6, to Miss Alice Tucker at Cleveland, Ohio. They will make their home at Alamosa, Colo.

Come and hear the music from the "Girl Question" at Majestic Saturday night.

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC at 10¢

124 Clinton Street

Young Men Students!

For College Colors, S. U. I.,毯子, Petticoats, Ribbons, Penneat Pete, etc. Come to Vitters.

TO THE GIRL STUDENTS

Spend your spare time between classes investigating the value of the paper you offer on "New Spring Hats, Blouses, Wraps, Blouses, and Coats. Without fail see the new Better Made Silk Hats. These, with the proviso that the American university can turn out more and more of the right kind.

"The government is using many chemists, the positions being un

der the Civil Service Rules. The chief one of the division of the Bureau of Chemistry writes recently, "We want about twenty chemists who are too qualified to be eligible. We want only college graduates who, in other words, are already trained." Here the beginning salary is $400 to $5,000 and an annual increase of $200 to $500 can be expected. A manufacturer writes, "Salaries are dependent solely upon the quality of the men; there is no reason why men should not earn salaries of $1,500 to $3,000."

To meet such demands the State University of Iowa offers not only courses planned as a part of a liberal education but courses leading to special degrees-Chemistry in Chemistry, in Chemical Engineering and in Pharmaceutical Chemistry.

MRS. HELEN HINSHAW

RETURN HOME

State Y. W. C. A. Secretary Left her home and headquarters in Des Moines yesterday evening. Miss Helen Hindshaw is in the Superior Court of the State of Iowa and is in charge of the second of University Study. One of the largest firms in the country offers to take all work in student associations in colleges and schools and high schools. Miss Helen Hindshaw has supervision of all work in student associations in colleges and high schools and high schools, and visits every school organization in the state twice a year, to confer with local committees and study the field of work here in this state is able to suggest new lines of work.

While in the city she held three meetings of students, where she talked to the association members. She met with pastors of the various churches to see how there could be more cooperation between them and the Y. W. C. A. Her special work this winter is the study of the existing social conditions in the different colleges.

Kosinean Program


We Challenge Anybody

to find a better assortment of Gimbos than we have here. We don't buy an article because it has a pretty label and we don't take pay. Gimbos we handle have got to have quality of the land, so we can confidently recommend them to you, knowing you cannot fail to please.

IRISH'S BUSINESS COLLEGE

"IN THE PLACE TO RENT OR BUY"

RENTING: MACHINE OR PURCHASE TYPEWRITER SUPPLIES

Geo. A Miller Printing Company

"Big College Annual and Fraternity Print Shop

Write us for Prices and Samples of Dance Programs

Garver Building

Dan Molinco, Iowa

s. D. T.

Lecture and Concert Course

LAST NUMBER

The Great Novelist and Traveler

Emily Hough

In His Lecture

"WANTED: AMERICANS"

Introduced by

HARVEY INGHAM

Editor of the Register and Leader

AT THE AUDITORIUM

FOR BUSINESS OR DRESS WEAR;

Spring Announcement!

Our fabrics are ready for your selection for your SPRING SUIT. Our styles are ready for your choice also, and you can have your early SPRING SUIT under way and ready when you want it. If you come to town and have a

Jos. Slavata & Sons

167 SOUTH CLINTON ST.

Volume 7

Military Depart- ing for Lo

Trip will be Made Part of May—

cesses Ap

Plas are held practice march a march and will be held in the four day's of the country north of the march, and the Battalion in the last quarter of the Battalion in the last quarter of the Battalion is in charge. The Commandant took a flying trip with the Battalion and began laying plans for the regimenting of the regiment.

The quartermen were instructed to move to other details as ordered.

There were a total of 14 in the following:

SPECIAL ORDER No. 2. The 161st O. V. T. Regiment is hereby reorganized and appointment of the commandants is hereby issued. Second Lieut. Company E, 103rd O. V. T. is hereby appointed to be 2nd Battalion Sergeant. No further orders are required. This is the usual competitive held Saturday before the annual report of the Second Lieutenants of Company E transferred.

1. T. The Company Company "F", in due and Art, and S. To be Cadet Comp. "F". P. to Captain.

They will be placed according to their names and Company "F" of the musical signal in the usual order.

To be Corp. "F", P. Art, Sweden.

C. 1 in Lieutenants Command

Art Club

Art Club will be coming in room on the first floor and will have a show.

205